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Winter 2020
Agora returns with a bumper
issue to celebrate the best of
2020 and showcase another
fantastic six months of sharing
classics at the Lytham St Annes
Classical Association.
The past nine months have of
course been rather different for
us all due to coronavirus. But
while we have been unable to
get together in person each
month for a talk, the current
restrictions have also had some
positive
effects:
the
Association has been able to
host webinars for an even more
diverse audience in place of the
usual
in-person
lectures;
launched a virtual book club;
and welcomed twenty-five new
Classics Ambassadors to the
team.
Although it seems that we will
be staying online for some
time, there is much to look
forward to in the year to come,

In This Issue:

including the Presidential talk
from our very own Professor
Michael Scott on 7th January,
and our international Classics
Competition in March (see
page 11). So, despite the
challenges that the pandemic
poses, our classics community
is thriving and every month
brings something new and
exciting to look forward to!
The
issue
abounds
in
fascinating articles by members
of our Classics Ambassador
team, covering a wide range of
topics from the Roman
precursor of Christmas to the
Ancient Greek Olympics. Plus,
why not have a go at our
Classical Crossword to win an
early Christmas present – a
copy of Aristotle’s Way!
On behalf of all contributors, I
hope you enjoy this season’s
newsletter!
Declan Boyd, Editor

Marvellous Men or Heinous
Heroes?
Today, the names Achilles, Heracles, Perseus and Jason
bring to mind ideas of valiant heroism to be emulated.
But how heroic are the heroes of Greek mythology?
Classics Ambassador Imogen Halliwell sheds a
fascinating light on the stark contrast between our
modern perception of the heroic and the behaviour of
heroes we find in the ancient sources.
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Saturnalia: The Ancient Origins of
Christmas
Now that December has arrived, we’re getting into the
festive mood with Christmas lights, Advent calendars
and probably too much Mariah Carey! But, like so much
else, the origins of today’s Christmas traditions lie in the
ancient world. Florence Heaton examines the precursor
of today’s festivities, the Roman holiday of Saturnalia.
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Memory, Monuments and
Mourning
Freyja Harrison-Wood gives an account of Professor
Polly Low’s excellent lecture on the Battle of
Thermopylae, which kicked off the LSA CA’s online
season of talks with a fascinating insight into how the
Spartans commemorated their war dead.
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I, Claudius
Liv Sample reviews the TV wonder that is I, Claudius,
one of the most well-known modern adaptations of
Roman history.
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Marvellous Men
or Heinous
Heroes?
by Imogen Halliwell

Ancient Greek mythology regales
audiences with stories of heroes and their
exploits, ranging from battling wicked
kings to defeating terrifying monsters.
These heroes remain well-known today,
but their stories can often be
misunderstood – most people could
probably say that Achilles was the
greatest soldier in the Greek army, but
how many could say that for 18 of the
Iliad’s 24 books he stubbornly refuses to
fight? How many people remember that
Heracles’ labours were an atonement for
killing his wife and children? In
comparison to modern superheroes in
films and comic books, how heroic
actually are these infamous warriors?
And this then begs the question – why did
the Ancient Greeks view them as such
amazing champions of their culture?

Achilles and Ajax playing dice by Exekias,
540-530 BC, depicting downtime in the
Trojan War!

Let’s begin with the warriors of the
Trojan War, arguably one of the most
well-known stories in all of Greek

East Pediment of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia, 566-656 BC, depicting the figures involved
in the chariot race for Hippodamia’s hand (including Pelops and Oenomaus)

mythology. There is no denying Achilles’
physical prowess in battle against the
Trojans, however, his refusal to fight
might seem confusing to a modern
audience’s image of a hero; shouldn’t
heroes fight for their cause to the best of
their ability, regardless of any internal
conflict that may arise amongst a team?
Admittedly, Achilles does return to
battle, but only to avenge the death of his
close companion Patroclus and not in
support of the whole Greek army. Even
Iron Man and Captain America reconcile
to help save the world after their
dramatic argument in Marvel’s Civil War,
but no such behaviour is exhibited
between Achilles and the other Greek
leaders. Agamemnon, moreover, who
appears at first to be the good-guy-whogoes-to-help-a-damsel-in-distress
to
bring Helen home, acts with such
disregard for the lives of others that it’s a
wonder Clytemnestra waits all of two
minutes when he arrives home from the
war before murdering him! Agamemnon
deceived and sacrificed his own daughter
Iphigenia before sailing to Troy after
upsetting Artemis (not one of his wisest
moves); his capture of the priest Chryses’
daughter as his war prize is not only
impious but also leads to a plague from
Apollo which brings death to the Greek
camp; and, to top it off, Agamemnon
then decides that he will only return
Chryses’ daughter if he can take Achilles’
war bride Briseis in return, sparking the
argument that results in Achilles refusing
to fight. The takeaway from these stories
is that Agamemnon is obstinate and
petty, certainly not two of the
characteristics that first come to mind
when a hero is mentioned.

The story of Pelops also throws into
question the morals of ancient heroes.
Pelops was the king of Pisa and son of
Tantalus (who fed his son to the gods
during a feast) and a suitor of
Hippodamia.
In
order
to
win
Hippodamia’s hand in marriage, Pelops
was tasked with beating her father
Oenomaus in a chariot race. He
possessed swift horses gifted by
Poseidon but Oenomaus had beaten and
subsequently killed every other one of his
daughter’s suitors in chariot races so far.
Almost every action film has a training
montage as a pre-requisite for the hero
to gain the skills to defeat the villain, but
Pelops didn’t bother training; instead, he
coerced the charioteer Myrtilus into
sabotaging Oenomaus’ chariot, resulting
in the king’s death and Pelops’ victory. Is
cheating a heroic characteristic? If it
helps, Pelops was cursed by his coconspirator Myrtilus and his descendants
(including Agamemnon) committed a
series of ruthless crimes, eventually
ending with Orestes’ murder of his
mother. So Pelops’ deceit brought ruin
on his family for generations.
Perseus is known for killing the Gorgon
Medusa and preventing king Polydectes
from marrying his mother by turning him
and his whole court to stone. This all
sounds very heroic, right? I beg to differ.
Pretty much every Greek hero benefited
at some point from divine intervention
but many also used their own initiative to
overcome a problem by themselves,
whereas Perseus is given everything he
needs by Hermes and Athene, including
his sword, a shield, a bag to put Medusa’s
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decapitated head into and what I would
argue is the Ancient Greek equivalent of
an invisibility cloak. With the
combination of all of these weapons and
information given to him by the Graeae,
the sleeping Medusa didn’t stand a
chance! We are frequently told that
Medusa is a monster with snakes for hair
and a look that will turn you to stone,
however, we have no evidence of her
using her gaze to kill – she may be a
hairdresser’s worst customer, but it is
Perseus who kills a person whilst
unconscious and unable to fight back and
then uses her decapitated head to
murder dozens more courtiers – some
really heroic behaviour right there…

Perseus and Medusa by the Pan Painter,
560 BC, depicting Perseus running away
with Medusa’s head, aided by Athena

And, finally, we come to Jason (of
Argonaut fame). Surrounded by a crew of
well-established heroes, Jason set out to
retrieve the golden fleece and claim his
rightful kingship over Thessaly. The main
issue I have with Jason is his bad track
record of relationships. Firstly, to
Hypsipyle, Queen of Lemnos with whom
Jason had twin sons, he promises
marriage but never returns, leaving her a
shunned single mother. Then, Jason
eventually arrives in Colchis where the
sorceress Medea, daughter of King
Aeetes, is tricked by Eros into falling in
love with Jason and helping him
complete the tasks set by Aeetes for the
fleece. Medea then escapes with Jason
by killing her brother Absyrtus and thus
distracting her father – as it turns out, a
pretty effective distraction! When the
couple return with the fleece and after
some more antics that involve yet
another dismemberment murder by
Medea, they eventually settle in Corinth,
get married and have two children – it all
seems like a happy ending, right? Jason
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then betrays Medea and leaves her and
their children so that he can marry Creusa
to strengthen his political relations.
That’s right, this “hero” has left two wives
and four children, leaving them to fend
for themselves whilst he furthers for his
own personal ambitions. Modern heroes
in films and shows may have fights with
their love interests, but they almost
always make up with them or at least
help them especially if kids are involved.
Looking at all of these examples of such
un-heroic characters in these ancient
myths makes contemporary audiences
wonder what exactly were the criteria for
being a Greek hero? According to Gunnel
Erkroth, a hero has to be “a person who
has lived or died, either in myth or real
life”. Well, all of the heroes on the list do
fit that criterion in the sense that they are
all mortals who lived and eventually died.
Another criterion for a character to be
considered a hero in the ancient world
was that they were “worshipped in a way
that went far beyond the usual rituals
surrounding burial and even extended to
an official level” as stated by Richard
Seaford. Throughout Ancient Greece,
hero cults were certainly prevalent,
appearing in many places such as Eleusis
(worshipping Demeter and Persephone)
and Olympia (worshipping Pelops). In all
of the examples of heroes discussed
previously, hero cult worship can be
found, whether that extended to
panhellenic worship or remained local.
Therefore, by definition, the characters
mentioned in this article do indeed meet
the criteria for being heroes. Not only do
they meet the official requirements, but
they were also considered heroes by
Greek society generally for a number of
reasons: the Greeks had few qualms
about the questionable morals of these
heroes and the most important qualities
were that heroes were capable of gaining
kleos, of defeating their enemies
regardless of their methods, and that
they had extra-ordinary skills, such as
Ajax’s superhuman strength, Nestor’s
way with words or Odysseus’ singular
ability to string the Great Bow.

Sculpture of the
Issue:
The Han Horse
by Liv Sample

The Golden Horse of Maoling, displayed at
the “China’s First Emperor and the
Terracotta Warriors” exhibition at the
Liverpool World Museum in 2018, is a
stunning bronze statue which at two feet in
height and weighing 55 pounds is the
largest gilded horse found in China. In a
similar story to the discovery of the
Terracotta Warriors, it was discovered in
1981 by farmers in a field in Maoling, near
the museum of the Western Han Emperor
Wu (141-87 BC).
Emperor Wu was known to have an intense
interest in horses, which he considered vital
to the defence of his empire from the
nomadic tribes of the north. It is thought
that he chose to be buried with these highly
prized animals to support him in his
afterlife. The Maoling Horse likely
represents one of the finest breeds of
horses imported by the emperor from
Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan, countries in
the heart of the Silk Road which was
established during this period.
These Han dynasty horses are thought to
be the ancestors of a modern breed, the
Akhal-Teke, which is still renowned among
horse breeders, not only for its gleaming,
golden coat, and lean, muscular build but
also for its intelligence and stamina.
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Classical Crossword

Use the letters in the boxes highlighted
in red to find the hidden word.
For a chance to win, email this word to
lsaclassics@gmail.com, and one entry
will be picked at random to win a free
copy of Aristotle’s Way by Edith Hall!
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Saturnalia: The Ancient Origins of
Christmas
by Florence Heaton

Although the Christmas season is now

associated with celebrating the birth of
Jesus, it was not declared a national
holiday until the fourth century; the date
25 December was chosen by Pope Julius
despite the fact that some theologians
seem to think Jesus’ birth occurred in
spring, rather than winter. It is thought
that this date was selected in order to
accommodate traditions from the pagan
festival of Saturnalia, a period of
celebration of the harvest that was
established by the Ancient Romans and
took place from 17-23 December. Livy
claimed that the festival was inaugurated
at the start of the 5th century BCE, but
there is evidence it began much earlier.
The Saturnalia festival enjoyed great
longevity, as it was famously described in
the 5th century CE work of the same
name by Macrobius, who chose it as the
setting for his dialogue where the
protagonists show a certain nostalgia for
a time when Rome's pagan rituals were
more prominent, before the rising
influence of Christianity. In one of the
interpretations in Macrobius' work, the
Saturnalia is a festival of light leading to
the winter solstice, with a plethora of
candles symbolising a quest for
knowledge and truth. The popularity of
Saturnalia continued into the 3rd and 4th
centuries AD, and as the Roman Empire
came under Christian rule, many of the
festival’s customs were influences on the
seasonal
celebrations
surrounding
Christmas and the New Year. Originally a
one-day holiday, Saturnalia eventually
expanded to cover a week by the Late
Republic. The festive period was reduced
to a more modest three days under the
rule of Augustus, but it was increased to
five by his successor Caligula. Besides, it
seems that people celebrated for the full
seven days anyway, regardless of the
official decrees.
Honouring Saturn, the god of agriculture
and harvest, the Saturnalia was
considered the most popular Roman
holiday, with poet Catullus calling it “the

best of days.” Although the celebrations
included feasting, excessive drinking and
gambling, one element set it apart from
other festivals: role reversal. This meant
that for the period during which
Saturnalia was celebrated, the slaves of
the household could throw off their
‘cloaks of decorum’ and join their masters
at the banquet – or, in some cases, be
treated like masters of the house
themselves. Insubordination could go
unpunished, but the levelling of social
hierarchy was transient and had limits –
the holiday would ultimately end, and
societal
norms
therefore
went
unthreatened. Usual togas were replaced
by brighter, informal clothes (synthesis)
and masters would wear the freedman
felt hat (pilleus). A tradition that was
adopted by many Roman households
was for a mock king to be chosen: the
Saturnalicius princeps, or “leader of
Saturnalia,” sometimes also called the
“Lord of Misrule.” This figure, usually a
lowlier member of the house, was in
charge of making mischief during the
celebrations – wearing outlandish
clothes, chasing women, insulting guests
etc. The idea was that he ruled over
chaos, rather than the normal Roman
order. The contemporary holiday custom
of hiding coins and other small objects in
cake also possibly dates back to
Saturnalia – as this was one potential
method of selecting who got to be the
mock king. For the Romans, the solstice
meant that soon, orchards and farms
would be green and fruitful, and they
decorated their homes and temples with

Saturnalia by Antoine Callet, 1783

evergreen boughs to mark the occasion –
much like our modern trees and wreaths.
Furthermore, wax taper candles called
cerei were common gifts during
Saturnalia, to signify light returning after
the solstice.
Seneca looked forward to the festivities,
writing to his friend: "It is now the month
of December, when the greatest part of
the city is in a bustle…Were you here, I
would willingly confer with you as to the
plan of our conduct; whether we should
eve in our usual way, or, to avoid
singularity, both take a better supper and
throw off the toga." But not all Romans
were fond of this time of year. Pliny
reportedly escaped to a secluded suite of
rooms in his Laurentine villa, which he
used as a retreat during the holiday:
"...especially during the Saturnalia when
the rest of the house is noisy with the
licence of the holiday and festive cries.
This way I don't hamper the games of my
people and they don't hinder my work or
studies."
So, who was the great god who
influenced such celebrations?
Many depictions of Saturn in surviving art
show him wearing a veil and wielding
either a sickle or a pruning knife,
suggesting a close relation with
agriculture and especially seed-growing.
He was regarded as a primordial deity
who taught significant agricultural skills
to humanity, with links to indigenous
Italian deities and perhaps even a version
of the Greek god Cronus. He was thought
to have ruled when the world revelled in
a Golden Age of prosperity and pleasure,
hence the broad frivolity of his festival.
However, there are also some less
benevolent aspects of the god, and the
origins of the festival are perhaps a bit
grislier than the happy Christmas
traditions we know and love. Chthonic in
nature, Saturn was connected to the
underworld and its ruler Dis, god of fertile
agricultural land and mineral wealth. In
sources from the third century AD
onwards, Saturn is chronicled as
receiving dead gladiators as offerings
(munera) during or near the Saturnalia
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period. These gladiatorial events, ten
days throughout the month of
December, were presented mainly by the
quaestors – public officials – and
sponsored with funds from the treasury
of Saturn. The practice of gladiatorial
munera was criticised by Christian
apologists as a form of human sacrifice,
and although there is no evidence of this
practice during the Republic, the offering
of gladiators led to later theories that the
primeval Saturn had demanded human
victims. Macrobius says that Dis was
placated with human heads and Saturn
with sacrificial victims consisting of men.
However, during Hercules’ visit to Italy,
the civilising demigod insisted that the
practice be halted and the ritual
reinterpreted, so instead of heads to Dis,
the Romans were to offer effigies or
masks (oscilla), one of which appears in
the representation of the Saturnalia in
the Calendar of Filocalus. Since the Greek
word phota meant both 'man' and 'lights',
candles were a substitute offering to
Saturn for the light of life, and the
figurines that were exchanged as gifts
(signillaria) possibly also represent token
alternatives. Gifts given – usually on 19
December, on the Sigillaria – could range
from a toothpick or comb to an exotic
pet. But according to the Roman poet
Martial, gifts of low intrinsic value
inversely measured the high quality of a
friendship (think on that the next time
someone gifts you socks!)
The temple dedicated to Saturn in the
north-west corner of the Roman Forum
was the focal point of the Saturnalia
festival. The Ara Saturni was the first
shrine to the god, which was replaced by
a temple around 497 BCE by the dictator
Titus Lartius. This structure was then
substituted in the 4th century CE for the
Temple of Saturn, of which eight huge
columns still remain standing at the site
today. A cult statue of Saturn once stood
within the temple, which became the
centre of attention during the Saturnalia
when his feet were symbolically released
from the woollen bonds that tied him up
for the rest of the year. This has led to
Saturn being associated with freedom
and liberty, undoubtedly a key feature of
the Saturnalia festival, when the stifling
Roman social conventions were thrown
to the winds (if only for a few days).
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16th century engraving of Saturn
by Polidoro da Caravaggio
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Memory, Monuments and
Mourning: The Battle of
Thermopylae
by Freyja Harrison-Wood

On Thursday 15 October, Professor Polly

Low joined us over Zoom to give a
brilliant insight into the Spartan
commemoration of the Battle of
Thermopylae. Though she unfortunately
couldn’t be with us in Lytham due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, Professor Low’s
fantastic lecture was a testament to the
way in which the fascinating nature of
ancient history transcends both time and
place as she transported us all to the
world of the Spartans and the aftermath
of the Greco-Persian Wars in the fifth
century BCE.

The movement of the Persians through
the Greek world in 480 BC

Although the Battle of Thermopylae has
survived as a strong symbol of resilience
and resistance, the actual battle itself
only delayed the Persian army from
continuing south. This presented an
often-overlooked question: why is
Thermopylae remembered as being so
important? And why, if it all, did the
Spartans think it was so special? Perhaps
the battle lingers in both contemporary
and modern memories because it is a
symbol of doomed collective resistance
– the image of the out-numbered
Spartans fighting with swords, most
having broken their spears three days in,
demanded a level of respect and even
offered inspiration for those in antiquity
living and fighting with the battle fresh
in their minds.
The first major question Professor Low
addressed was whether there was a

physical monument built on the battle
site as possibly suggested in Herodotus
7.228: ‘There is an inscription written
over these men’, this inscription
supposedly being the famous ‘Foreigner,
go tell the Spartans that we lie here
obedient to their commands’ – another
symbol of unanimity and loyalty even in
death. While acknowledging logistical
difficulties since the land was under
Persian control, Professor Low noted
that it was standard practice for the dead
to be buried on the site of the battle and
so this idea of a monument is entirely
plausible. Of course, that monument no
longer exists, but we do have an example
of how this might have looked in the
Tomb of the Lacedaemonians in Athens
which is a burial of Spartan soldiers who
were killed fighting in Athens at the very
end of the Peloponnesian War.
The Simonides Fr.531 line ‘Stranger,
bring the message to the Spartans that
here we remain, obedient to their
orders’, which is part of a choral ode, was
presented as possible evidence of
Thermopylae being commemorated at a
festival or the casualties mourned at a
Spartan festival of speeches. Professor
Low also elaborated on the inscription
described by Herodotus which seems to
be corroborated by Pausanias 3.14.1
‘There is set up a slab with the names,
and their fathers’ names, of those who
endured the fight at Thermopylae
against the Persians’. Herodotus also
states, although does not detail how,
that he ‘learned by inquiry the names of
all three hundred’. This type of list would
be unusual for the Spartans but the
existence of the Athenian casualty list for
the battle of Marathon indicates there
could be a kernel of truth in Herodotus’
grand claim. Spartan commemorations
are typically scattered and focused upon
the individual, which gives further weight
to the suggestion that Thermopylae was
considered a special event.

Another possibility discussed was that
the Spartan commemorations of
Thermopylae actually centred around
Leonidas, which would be more in line
with what we know of the Spartans, as
suggested in Pausanias 3.14.1 where it is
stated ‘The bones of Leonidas were
taken by Pausanias from Thermopylae
forty years after the battle’ and rested in
a tomb that would later be beside the
tomb of Pausanias. This suggests that
the bones were moved as an act of
propaganda to influence internal Spartan
politics, polishing Pausanias’ reputation
by association.
Concluding the lecture, Professor Low
brought us back to the modern era (and
very close to Lytham St Annes with the
memorial below) to contemplate the
legacy of the battle of Thermopylae and
the Spartans themselves, both of which
have been used symbolically by groups
with diverse motivations. The most
sinister example was perhaps that of
Hermann Göring who used the
aforementioned ‘Stranger, bring the
message to the Spartans that here we
remain, obedient to their orders’ line
attributed to Simonides to encourage the
German Army to keep fighting at
Stalingrad. The Spartans themselves
have been used as an emblem for
emulation by many far-right groups.
However, other examples include
mentions in literature and poetry, such as
in Cavafy’s Thermopylae and even a
Simonides reference on a war monument
in Southport, which serve to remind us
that the Classical world is still startlingly
relevant and alive in the world around us.

Southport Monument feature Simonides
and Pericles
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The origins of the Olympics: the
great games of Ancient Greece
by Abigail Fraser

INTROUCTION
The Olympic Games are the greatest
portrayal of sporting excellence on the
planet. Every four years, the most
successful athletes come together from
all cultures and backgrounds to compete
to receive a bronze, silver or gold medal;
one of the most renowned and
impressive awards that exists. The
Olympics are a spectacle where our
differences are forgotten and which all of
humanity can revel in and enjoy.
Unfortunately, this year we have been
separated from this opportunity due to
the coronavirus pandemic, the games
having been cancelled for only the third
time since the start of the Modern
Olympic Games in 1896, the two other
instances due to the World Wars. In these
unprecedented times of anxiety and
uncertainty, it can be difficult to
remember what keeps us connected. But
the Olympics are undoubtedly one of
those things that do keep us connected.
THE ESTABLISHMENT
OLYMPICS

OF

THE

The tradition of the Olympics actually
began as a religious festival held in the
small Greek town Olympia to honour the
Greek god Zeus. The land of Olympia had

been used as a sanctuary since its early
habitation, dating back to the 2nd
millennium BCE. In these times, worship
was focused around the Cronus Hill,
which was dedicated to Zeus’ father and
which dominates the northern side of the
sanctuary. Throughout the eras leading
up to the Classical period, a plethora of
gods and goddesses held sanctuaries
here, including Aphrodite, Eileithyia and
the Nymphs. The mythical hero Pelops
was also revered alongside Zeus, whose
cult became prominent at the end of the
Mycenean Period. By the Classical Era
the sanctuary was considered as
dedicated primarily to Zeus, though
other deities still had altars there. This
location for the Olympics was significant
as with the range of gods the grounds
were built upon, the sanctuary allowed
the Greeks to develop their sense of
unifying Hellenic culture. This was crucial
for the prevention of war and conflict, as
the games at the sanctuary brought
together a society of people prone to
geographical isolation, under the eyes of
the gods. The sporting competition
began in 776 BC, after a baker from a
nearby city won the stadion race: a 600
foot running race, which was the only
event of the games for the first thirteen
festivals. Winners were gifted a wreath of

sacred olive branches and a hero’s
welcome home, as they were also seen as
being touched by the gods. As the games
grew, so did the sanctuary at Olympia:
the grounds of the Altis were adorned
with offerings by wealthy individuals and
event winners, and states constructed
their own treasuries to shelter their
offerings to Zeus or other gods. Initially,
the Games were a one-day event, but in
684 BC the event was extended to three
days, and then again to five days in the 5th
century BC. On the third day of the
festival, 100 oxen were sacrificed and
burned upon the altar of Zeus, which was
the central event of the Olympics for
many centuries.
SPORTING EVENTS IN THE ANCIENT
GREEK OLYMPICS

A wrestling-match

Though only beginning with a single
600ft foot race, over time the Olympics
adapted an array of sporting events for
spectators to enjoy. Some examples
similar to today include boxing, long
jump, shot put, running and equestrian
races. However, the Olympic Games also
hosted other more obscure events such
as chariot and mule racing, a foot race
with competitors adorning a full suit of
armour and an event known as the
pankration, a fight between two warriors
where there were no rules except that
you weren’t allowed to do any biting or
eye-gouging! These events definitely
made for an entertaining spectacle, as
was tradition in Ancient Greece, as well
as inspiring many of the events we see in
the modern-day Olympics, such as the
pentathlon.
THE PANHELLENIC GAMES
The Olympics are only one of the four
panhellenic (all-Greek) games that
occurred in Ancient Greece, the others
being the Pythian, Isthmian and Nemean
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Games, all of which took place every four
years. The Pythian Games were held in
Delphi and honoured Apollo, the god of
light, music, dance and prophecy. The
name originated from its founding story:
Apollo chose Delphi as a perfect place for
his sanctuary to be, but it was also
inhabited by a legendary snake named
Python. To claim the area, Apollo fought
Python, slayed him and therefore the
Greeks named the games Pythian. As
with the Olympics, there was a Sacred
Truce during the time of the Pythian
Games, as peace was important to all of
the Panhellenic games for unity when
worshipping the gods. The Isthmian
Games were held in Isthmus of Corinth
and honoured Poseidon, god of the sea.
Beginning in 582 BC, they included a
multitude of events such as musical,
poetic and painting contests alongside
the sporting ones, the victors winning a
wreath of pine tree leaves. Lastly, the
Nemean Games were held in Nemea and
honoured Zeus, as did the Olympics. The
winners received a wreath of wild celery.
Interestingly, The Society for the Revival
of the Nemean Games was established in
1994 to bring back the Nemean Games:
they were successful, and these games
are now re-enacted and open to all
people, not only the elite athletes, and
incorporate some of the ancient athletic
competitions we do not see in the
Olympics today. The founders of the
recent Nemean Games revived the
festival because “Our goal is the
participation, on the sacred ancient earth
of Greece, of anyone and everyone, in
games that will revive the spirit of the
Olympics.” (Statement of the Purpose of
the Society, December 30, 1994).
Although the Pythian and Isthmian
Games have not been revived, the reestablishment of the Olympic and
Nemean games demonstrates the
importance of tradition and how an event
can inspire peace in the hearts of people
across a vast array of communities.
NUDITY: MYTH OR FACT?
The Ancient Greek tradition of
competing nude originates from a sole
competitor named Orsippus of Megara,
who won the Olympics in 720 BC.
Orsippus tore away his loincloth in his
race so he could compete unrestricted.
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However, others believe that the
Spartans were the ones who introduced
nudity in the 8th century BC, as it was
Spartan tradition. Regardless of how this
strange convention came about, it is
fairly clear that nudity was common for
male competitors from the late 8th
century.
WOMEN AND THE GAMES
Although women could not participate in
the Olympics, unmarried girls were able
to compete at the games of the Heraea
festival, which was the female equivalent
of the Olympic Games honouring Hera,
Zeus’ wife and goddess of marriage.
However, married adult women could
not compete. Winners of the games at
Heraea were awarded the same as men,
with crowns of olive branches.
THE END OF AN ERA… AND THE
BEGINNING OF ANOTHER
After nearly 12 decades of games every
four years, the age of the Olympics sadly
drew to a close in 391 AD, when
Christian Roman Emperor Theodosius
banned all pagan practices and decreed
all pagan temples to be closed, resulting
in a decline of many of the traditional
practices and aspects of life in Ancient
Greece. However, this was not the end of
the Olympics. The Modern Olympic
Games as we know it was re-established
in 1896 by an enthusiastic Frenchman,
Pierre de Coubetin, in Athens, Greece.
Pierre de Coubetin and his motivations
Pierre de Coubetin was raised in the 19th
century France which was torn by war.
From a young age, Coubetin had held a
keen interest in history and education, as
well as sports. In 1883, Coubetin visited
England for the first time and learning of
Dr Arnold, headmaster of Rugby School,
and admired his incorporation of sports
into school life as Arnold believed that
sport should be a part of education rather
than only recreational. Then, in 1890,
Coubetin visited England once again and
met Dr William Penny Brookes, the
founder of the Much Wenlock Games, an
event in an Olympic style held yearly.
This, along with excavations around
Olympia suggesting how prosperous it
had been, inspired Coubetin to create an

event that had a similar prosperity and
peacefulness as the games at Olympia.
At first, his suggestion to revive the longdead games did not take well, but he
persevered and in 1894 invited athletes
and sports people from nine different
countries to attend a sporting
conference. He suggested his ideas for a
revival of the Olympic games and this
time the idea was warmly received. It was
decided that a Modern Olympic Games
should be held every four years and that
each Games should take place in a
different country. It was unanimously
agreed that the first Games should be
held in Olympia, Greece. Coubetin’s
ideas and hopes for the future of the
Olympics are still relevant to the games
today, as they are an event where
countries forget their conflicts and come
together to compete in friendly
competition.

The community spirit of the Modern
Olympic Games!

CONCLUSION
From nudity to chariot racing, from the
greatest warriors to a simple baker, the
Ancient Olympic Games definitely
encompassed many of the values we still
observe in the Olympics today. Though
we may be fully clothed now, and woman
are a crucial aspect of the modern games,
the competition creates a world where
we all are together, in the sharp inhale of
breath before the blast of the starting
pistol, in the joyful cries after Jessica
Ennis won her gold medal. A world where
all countries are cheering each other on.
Though we are far along on the track of
humanity, we must never forget the
starting line. From the first Games to the
most recent, the Olympics teaches us
that you can do anything if you have to
courage to pursue it.
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including Augustus. Her murderous
activities which sweep aside all other
contenders for power eventually win the
day, forcing her son Tiberius (George
Baker), to reluctantly take power after
Augustus’ death.

I, Claudius
by Liv Sample

Once again, Lancashire finds itself in
semi-lockdown, and with chilly, dark
mornings and evenings, Christmas plans
on hold and nothing left to watch on
Netflix. However, a temporary solution
to all the monotony is at hand with
arguably the most famous television
series on ancient Rome, I Claudius.

Based on the poet Robert Graves’ 1934
novel “I Claudius” and 1935 sequel
“Claudius the God,” in turn based on the
Lives of the Caesars by the ancient
biographer Suetonius, the central
character is an unexpected choice for
emperor. A limping, drooling child,
mocked or ignored by his family,
Claudius has spent his entire life rejected
by
his
austere
mother
and
underestimated by his murderous
grandmother.
As an adult, he remains a figure of fun but
by now is also a history geek, more
comfortable in a library than at a
gladiatorial match, and with more
intelligence and cunning than anyone
gives him credit for. From an early time,
he had a plan for his self-preservation:
behave like a simpleton and the assassins
will pass you by.
Five years ago when I first watched I
Claudius over a single weekend, I was
gripped by Claudius’ skill for survival, all
the political intrigue that surrounded
him, and the appalling behaviour of his
dysfunctional family; but I also absorbed
more than I realised at the time about the
late Republic/early Empire: the impact of
the Battle of Actium, the uneasy bond
between the Augustus and his general

Agrippa, Augustus’ complete intolerance
of sexual misbehaviour and the
humiliating disaster of the Teutoberg
Forest to name just a few. The rise and
fall of a multitude of characters are
elegantly woven into the storyline,
although Cicero is not mentioned even
once (how he would have hated that)!
And all the while, the military hovered in
the background, senators were moved
further and further out from the power
base, and close family, partners and
trusted slaves vied to gain the emperor’s
attention.
Each of the one hour episodes of I
Claudius (12 in total with fantastic titles
such as “Zeus, by Jove!” and “Poison is
Queen”) begin with Claudius as an old
man, played by Derek Jacobi, narrating
and recording the story of his conniving
family and his life alongside them. The
episodes are set in flashback and begin,
in fact, before his birth, in 24 BCE, when
Rome's first emperor Augustus (Brian
Blessed) seems comfortably in control of
his empire. Outwardly jovial, but
increasingly desperate in his search for a
male heir, Augustus exists in his own
claustrophobic world, encircled by his
devious family. His isolation from the real
world makes him blind to the goings on
of his daughter Julia and his ruthless
second wife, Livia (Sian Phillips) —
according to Suetonius, the only person
comfortably in control of everything,

Tiberius’ inability to rule the empire
opens up a job opportunity for the
ambitious upstart Praetorian Guard
Sejanus (Patrick Stewart), leaving his
master to indulge in his perverted tastes,
which are enthusiastically shared by his
nephew, the infamous Caligula. John
Hurt’s portrayal of the depraved “Little
Boots” is an exceptional one even in a
cast where every performance in a huge
cast is incredibly strong. Decked in gold,
twisting and turning his way around the
palace and the senate house, his
insanities are too many to list but his
declaration that he has been reborn as
Zeus results in an incestuous pregnancy
with his sister and later one of the most
shocking scenes of the whole series.

And when the inevitable happens and
Caligula and his family are wiped out in a
bloody assassination, who should be
found cowering in a corner but Claudius?
Raised to emperor apparently against his
will, his life at the top remains a
challenge, whether it is his repeatedly
unfaithful wife Messalina humiliating him
again and again, or having to endure the
teenager from hell, his adopted heir Nero
(Christopher Biggins) in his final years.
But in a clever conclusion to the series,
through a last ingenious manoeuvre,
Claudius has the final word from the
grave; and the underdog triumphs once
again. In these trying times, the chance
to be thoroughly entertained and watch
success against the odds perhaps should
not be underestimated.
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Virtual Classics Competition 2021
Students in Years 7-13 (aged 11-18) are invited to take part in our 2021 Classics
Competition, an excellent opportunity to practise their speaking and research skills,
and to win a share of £450! The question we are asking is: If you could travel back in
time to one day in the ancient past, which would it be and why? You can choose any
day in history prior to 5 September AD 476. Entries must be your own work and
submitted by 6pm on Thursday 11 February 2021 - please read the full guidelines here.
The Committee will then decide which four entrants will progress to the Final, which
will take place online this year as a Zoom webinar on Thursday 4 March 2021 and will
be judged by our very own President, Professor Michael Scott. The competition is free
to enter and open to all students; international entries are very much welcomed.
We look forward to receiving your entries and discovering which day you travel back
to…

